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Abstract
Assessments are widely used in dental education to record the academic progress of students and ultimately determine if they are ready to begin independent dental practice. Whilst some would consider this a ‘rite-of-passage’ of learning, the concept of assessments in education are being challenged to allow the evolution of ‘assessment for learning’. This serves as an economical use of learning resources whilst allowing our learners to prove their knowledge and skills and demonstrating competence. The Association for Dental Education in Europe and the American Dental Education Association held a joint international meeting in London in May 2017 allowing experts in dental education to come together for the purposes of Shaping the Future of Dental
Education. Assessment in a Global Context was one topic in which international leaders could discuss different methods of assessment, identifying the positives, the pitfalls and critiquing the method of implementation to determine the optimum assessment for a learner studying to be a healthcare professional. A post workshop survey identified that educators were thinking differently about assessment, instead of working as individuals providing isolated assessments, the general consensus was that a longitudinally orientated systematic and programmatic approach to assessment provide greater reliability and improved the ability to demonstrate learning.
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Introduction

Assessments are widely used in dental education to record the academic progress of students and ultimately determine if they are ready to begin independent dental practice. Utilising assessments solely for this purpose can be considered a traditionalist and ‘old-fashioned’ approach to education with the potential to be a wasted resource for learning. Identifying the student as the learner, the delivery of education has become more student-centred, and so must their assessments. Moving away from the paradigm of ‘assessment drives learning’ and towards a constructivisit learning theory that utilises ‘assessment for learning’, we can improve the quality of education delivered to our students. Assessments must be suitably designed to allow for the effective evaluation of each student against pre-determined learning outcomes that require the testing of various different skills. Unfortunately, determining the competency of students cannot be carried out by a single assessment alone. The task of planning and delivering appropriate assessments for dental curricula, that are both reliable and valid, is challenging. Attempting to deploy assessments in isolation can lead to over assessment and the inadequate assessment of competencies that span across multiple subject areas in dentistry. Global assessment refers to the use and interpretation of multiple assessments over multiple time-points, and is the ethos at the heart of the programmatic approach to assessment. It is accepted that no assessment is perfect and striving for perfection can limit both the reliability and learning value of this activity. This paper reports on the discussions and findings of the ‘Assessment in a Global Context’ workshop of the ‘Shaping the Future of Dental Education’ meeting in London in May 2017. Three main subject areas were presented and discussed; (1) a programmatic approach to assessment, (2) ePortfolios and workplace based assessments as a global measure for capturing dental student competency and (3) quality assurance of assessment. The aim of this paper is to identify good practice and recommendations for the implementation of assessment strategies in dental curricula.
Pre-workshop online registrant survey results & reading list

Sixty-four delegates registered to attend the ‘Assessment in a Global Context’ workshop representing 20 countries and twenty-eight of those completed the online registrant survey prior to attending the meeting in London. The global distribution of delegates completing the pre-workshop survey was; seven from Asia, fifteen from Europe and six from North & South America. The majority of the delegates’ that completed the pre-workshop survey identified themselves as expert (25%) or proficient (36%) in their level of knowledge/experience with assessment. Twenty eight percent reported they were learning, and eleven percent enquiring. The Single Best Answer (SBA) (82%) and Objective Structure Clinical Examination (OSCE) (75%) were identified as being used by the majority of delegates when assessing students. Half of delegates reported that less than twenty-five percent of all assessments in their schools were standard set, however, where standard setting was utilised, the most commonly used method was Angoff (43%). Direct Observation of Procedural Skills (DOPS) (64%) was recognised to be the most used method of Workplace Based Assessment (WBA) amongst delegates and Assessment of Audit (AoA) (7%) was found to be the least used. Professionalism was reported as being assessed in the majority of schools from which delegates attended (71%) indicating the use of WBA’s as the most popular method of assessing this skill. Leadership and Management skills were less likely to be assessed, with only 29% of delegates indicating that these skills were assessed in their school. The majority of those delegates that did assess these skills indicated the use of Multi-Source Feedback (MSF). The pre-workshop data indicated that further guidance would be beneficial for the participants of the assessment workshop. It was also instructive to know that a majority of the pre-workshop survey participants identified themselves as expert/proficient, so bringing that expertise to the discussion would be critical. To aid discussion during the workshop, a reading list of relevant references were distributed to all registered participants. The references were categorised under the following subject headings; Selection of appropriate assessment tools (1-4), Selection of appropriate standard setting methods...
Workplace-based assessment (10-14). How best to assess “soft-skills” such as professionalism, leadership and management (4, 15-18).

**Current issues with assessments**

At the start of the workshop, all delegates in the room were asked to identify problems that they have been faced with when planning and implementing assessments as dental educators. The group identified the following:

- Inter & Intra examiner reliability
- Validity of only one method of assessment
- Inequality with teaching/teachers - assessor variability
- How to combine assessment to promote learning - assessment driving learning and still capturing the ‘bad apples’
- Can an assessment be objective?
- Perspective on feedback
- Lack of time to give feedback
- Learning ourselves?
- How to assess new assessment tools?
- Level of assessment literacy for faculty
- Long rooted traditional assessment beliefs - how to change this - is it about teaching subject vs enhancing learning - getting faculty to change - behavioural change

Important issues were raised, particularly around examiner reliability and the need to change the current methods of assessment. The feedback from the delegates indicated that there was an awareness that the traditional model of assessment was no longer adequate and there appeared to be a desire to move towards an ‘assessment for learning’ strategy.
**Assessment tools**

The type of assessment to be used must be considered carefully and should be aligned with the specific learning outcome being tested. The characteristics of an assessment tool are validity, reliability and educational impact. The four platforms of Miller’s Pyramid (1) indicate how assessment should be planned:

- **Knows**: fact-orientated assessment e.g. multiple choice question (MCQ), essay, oral interview
- **Knows how**: Scenario or case-based assessment e.g. MCQ, essay, oral interview
- **Shows how**: Performance assessment (simulation) e.g. OSCE
- **Does**: Performance assessment (live) e.g. clinical performance assessment, MSF, WBA, ePortfolios

Validity refers to the specifics of what is being assessed. Traditionally, curriculums have been input orientated, where the teacher decided what was to be assessed. However, now with the advent of an era with competency frameworks, where the focus is on what the graduate should be able to do on completion of the course, has resulted in an outcome based curriculum and shifted us to providing an outcome based education. Assessments must target these competencies and demonstrate that a specific skill is being appropriately tested. Considering the different competency frameworks from around the world, every country has its own outcomes, set either partially or fully by their national governing or accreditation body; however there are consistencies when comparing general outcomes and domains e.g. clinical, professionalism, management, leadership. Clinical outcomes tend to be straight-forward when planning and implementing assessment however the more challenging ones, such as professionalism, management and leadership, pose a problem when trying to apply the perfect assessment. These are complex skills which are difficult to assess and cannot be delivered with a comparison to a simple checklist. These skills are behaviour led and learnt by experience over time. As a behavioural element, the preferred assessment should come from the
highest platform of Miller’s Pyramid and be assessed by observational assessment tools. These tools are newly emerging and being tentatively adopted as they are unstandardised assessments compared to the established ‘considered-safe’ standardised assessments that are used for the lower three platforms of Miller’s Pyramid. This is the biggest challenge for assessment in a health care professional curriculum. Research in assessment validity tells us that there is no magic bullet and that a mixture of methods is needed to cover the competency pyramid. Standardised assessments require quality control around test development and administration of the assessment tool to be vital. Unstandardised assessments consider the educators to be the vital component. The tool is not so important anymore. The educator needs to be able to accurately record, reflect, feedback to the learner and feedforward for progression and high-stakes decisions.

The reliability of an assessment can be determined by a number of factors. The best form of assessment is one where the person being assessed doesn’t know that they are being assessed. Traditionally, objective tests have been considered more reliable than subjective tests, however, it has been shown that the length of assessment and number of assessments influences reliability. Research has shown that the longer the duration of the assessment, the better its reliability (19). Mini case-based examination (CEX) was found to be the most reliable assessment at each time point (1hr, 0.73; 2h, 0.84; 4h, 0.92; 8h 0.96) (20) however after 8 hours of testing, all assessments analysed in the study had a similar level of reliability (19). Moonen et al. (21) considered reliability as a function of sample size and identified that different assessments needed to reach a threshold number of times the student was assessed (sample size) for it to be considered reliable. The study also showed that the number of samples needed to achieve reliability reduced when assessments were considered as part of a composite of assessments. Ultimately, acceptable reliability is only achieved with large samples of multiple assessment elements. No assessment method is inherently better than any other as they must be used in combination to provide a global
assessment. Whilst subjective assessments are traditionally considered to have poor reliability, many subjective judgements, from different assessors, allow us to assess the complex competencies.

The relationship between learning and assessment is complex (22, 23). The traditional education paradigm of ‘assessment drives learning’ leads to poor learning styles as a result of grade hunting and competitiveness. This can result in grade inflation and students only learning so as to pass the assessment rather than the retention of knowledge or improving understanding. Anecdotally, it is claimed that students lose 50% of what they have learned for an assessment after one week. Whilst this is a sweeping statement, various studies have shown that knowledge is lost by various magnitudes depending on the type of content assessed (24-28). Narrative feedback from assessments is considered to be more beneficial, proving a greater impact on complex skills, than a simple grade or score (29-31). All assessments should provide students with meaningful feedback however a single episode of feedback is not sufficient and a dialogue should be made available. This may require the use of mentors who are able to provide global and longitudinal feedback throughout the training programme. Students will learn from assessments that are aligned with curriculum goals. If the learner understands why they must demonstrate particular knowledge, it is more likely to be learnt and remembered, than simply learnt for assessment. Longitudinal assessment is a key requirement for promoting ‘assessment for learning’ as the learner has the opportunity to demonstrate improvement over time rather than a single ‘snap-shot’ assessment at the end of the course. Longitudinal assessment also helps educators to identify learners who are not performing as expected and provides time to implement alternate learning strategies for these select few before high-stakes decisions have to be made.
Programmatic assessment

Based on the discussions thus far, the consideration for an ideal assessment in a health care professional education programme depends on its characteristics. Validity of the assessment would require the implementation of a multitude of assessment methods. Reliability is assured with the gathering and combining of information from multiple assessments. To maximise the impact of learning from assessments requires the provision of a longitudinal and meaningful feedback dialogue. Together these three elements (validity, reliability and educational impact) form the backbone of the programmatic approach to assessment (2). Dijkstra et al. (32) published 73 generic guidelines to support the design of a programmatic approach to assessment and these have been adopted by ASPIRE, a programme supported by the Association of Medical Education in Europe (AMEE) and recognises international excellence in medical, dental and veterinary schools.

A key element of the programmatic approach to assessment is the understanding that each and every assessment is a data point. Each of which must be optimised for learning. Optimisation involves gathering not only quantitative data, but also qualitative meaningful feedback. Qualitative feedback, as a data point, differs from the other conventional data points measured at each stage of the training programme and thus provides variation to the assessment process. Students in summative only assessment systems tend to ignore feedback. A programmatic approach utilises both summative and formative assessments, replacing them with a ‘continuum of stakes’ that are considered together, to impact on decisions of progression. The number of data points is proportionally related to the stakes of the decision to be taken. The higher the stakes, the more points are considered. Whilst this may appear as over assessment, it is not thought of as such by the student body, as each assessment is meaningful and part of their learning programme. Educators must take the approach of trusting students, rather than controlling them, by creating a constructivist learning environment where students are challenged to do their own learning rather
than being forced to learn. Meaningful aggregation of the data for decision making relies on the results of multiple assessments of different competencies using different methods (Figure 1). This ensures both the reliability and validity of the outcomes of the assessment for that competency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD OF ASSESSMENT</th>
<th>COMPETENCY</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image16" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1** Aggregation for decision making. Table shows how different methods of assessments are used to assess the same competency with aggregation prior to decision making as implemented in a programmatic approach to assessment.

**Workplace based assessment**

Professional competence, i.e. the habitual and judicious use of communication, knowledge, technical skills, clinical reasoning, judgment, emotions, values and reflection in day-to-day practice (33), is best assessed with a WBA approach. It is necessary to assess clinical practice in the unstandardized real world and is best accomplished using observation and judgement. The assessment should ideally include different types of WBA’s, across different contexts, subject matters and with multiple assessors that all feed in to an ePortfolio. Obtaining professional high
quality feedback is important when using WBA’s. There are three methods of assessment used in the WBA approach; DOPS, MSF, ePortfolio. ePortfolios and their use in programmatic assessment will be discussed in this article.

**ePortfolio to assist in programmatic assessment**

ePortfolio assessment offers a competency-based assessment strategy that provides integration across competencies and disciplines, sampling from multiple contexts and multiple sources, triangulation of information, and the training of dental students to be reflective practitioners (15). The implementation of an ePortfolio into a curricula that engages with programmatic assessment, challenges students to employ critical thinking and problem solving skills as they construct meaning out of their educational experience. It is widely accepted that students learn differently and this can be based on the different experiences thought their life. However, when considered as an institution, all students are within the same academic setting, being exposed to the same information. The versatility of ePortfolios allows students to reflect and demonstrate learning in their own individual method and a pace that is appropriate to them. When students start a course of learning they are considered to be at the level of a novice and during the program they should progress to become competent (34). Competence is not an achievement but rather a habit of lifelong learning; assessment plays an integral role in helping students identify and respond to their own learning needs. Ideally, the assessment of competence (what a student is able to do) should provide insight into actual performance (what he or she does habitually when not observed), as well as the capacity to adapt to change, find and generate new knowledge, and improve overall performance (35). Learning is not a spectator sport, learning is active and students should engage to learn (self-directed learning). Research shows that it is in active learning that students move information from short-term or working memory to long-term memory (36). The shift from traditional testing of knowledge towards ‘assessment for learning’ depends on the context; an ePortfolio has the capacity
to adapt to different situations and is context specific. Eraut (37) said that professional competence is more than a demonstration of isolated competencies. When the whole is considered, its parts are seen differently than when seeing them in isolation. An ePortfolio can show the competencies as a whole and provides an opportunity for different members of the faculty to communicate with each other. There can be resistance from faculty, some of them did not learn through Competency-Based Education (CBE) and are unaware of how an ePortfolio can be used for assessment. A significant amount of faculty development is needed. There is resistance from students and those involved in dental educational programmes, with the latter questioning the validity and reliability of an ePortfolio. The literature clearly shows that measurements over time by multiple evaluators and multiple sources provide good validity. The ePortfolio allows for this information to be collated and analysed.

**Quality assurance of assessment**

Losing control and focus when assessing is sometimes required to assess complex skills. However an element of control must still remain to assist in quality assurance (QA) of the assessment. The quality or ‘fitness for purpose’ of an assessment must evaluate the assessment characteristics; educational impact, reliability and validity. The different reasons for assessment (i.e. it drives learning, it informs stakeholders, it provides feedback for education) determine the different criteria to use for QA. The purpose of the assessment is also important in QA (38). There is a big debate in the literature between summative and formative functions and whether they exist separately. If there is an assessment of learning, the summative aspect is predominant and there should be feedback both to students and teachers. If the focus is more towards assessment for learning, than the formative assessment is much more important and the quality of teachers’ feedback should be organised. Constructive alignment represents the most important aspect of quality assurance. The objectives of the curriculum should be aligned with the tasks that are organised for students to reach
these objectives (39). The assessment provides students the opportunity to show if they can achieve the objectives.

When considering the aims of QA, there is a choice between ‘control learning’ and ‘improve learning’. It is important to clarify the aim because it determines the type of information that needs to be collected. If the aim is to monitor the program, then detective witnesses are needed to provide flag signals to direct attention if something happens. If the aim is to improve the system, much richer data are needed to know what is happening, why is it happening and how things can be improved. QA is a cyclic process and Figure 2 shows a model that can be applied to assessment. Measurements are initially set and judged and thereafter the information is collected and interpreted for improvement. The cycle is a constant process and within this method, there is nothing as consistent as change.

![Figure 2 QA is a cyclic process. Diagram shows the different steps of the QA process for assessment. This model is used at Maastricht University.](image-url)
In the first step of the cycle, important aspects to be measured and how to measure them are defined. In the second step, criteria and norms should be defined. For instance gathering feedback from students is an important data source to see how they are doing. If their satisfaction level is below three in a five points scale a flag is registered. This is not a sign of a real problem with the assessment system; it is just a signal to check why students are so unsatisfied. In the third step, priorities are defined because the results of QA depend on cost and time. Choices should always be made in order to stay aligned with the stakeholders and prioritize their problems, because otherwise people get frustrated. A method may be not to control all the assessment tasks every year, for example, if there is a new course it could be monitored every three years. It is important to decide where energy should be spent to go in depth in some of the assessment tasks and really improve these aspects instead of doing everything superficially.

**Post-workshop participant audience response poll results**

At the close of the workshop, all participants were asked to electronically respond to a series of questions. At the time, the information was collated and reported back to the participants immediately by way of a word cloud. Further interpretation of the information has now taken place and the information is presented here. A total of 257 responses were received from the four questions asked, of these, 55% (141/257) represented unique participant responses. For the interpretation of the polling questions below, the frequency is shown in parenthesis and only those words with the highest frequency are reported.

*Question 1: “Name one or two things that are "take-home" messages from this two-day workshop on assessment."
Excluding the word “assessment”, participants responded with the following words; feedback (10), reliability (8), quality (6), subjective (6), longitudinal (5), validity (5). Some participants responded with the following statements; “Assessment for learning far more important than for grading”, “Many observation points and multiple evaluators”, “Narrative feedback from clinical experts is essential”. “Subjective is okay! Longitudinal assessment is better”, “Subjective assessment based on professional experience is necessary”.

**Question 2:** “What do you perceive are the greatest opportunities for dental education when it comes to assessment?”

Excluding the word “assessment”, participants responded with the following words; learning (12), students (6), portfolio (4). Some participants responded with the following statements; “We can learn a lot from other professions and we should do that more”, “Being better able to assess if patient-centred ‘soft’ skills are being learned”, “Ensure student learning. Improve faculty capacity to teach”.

**Question 3:** “What do you perceive as the greatest challenges for dental education when it comes to assessment?”

Excluding the word “assessment”, participants responded with the following words; faculty (13), change (7), culture (6), time (5), engagement (4). Some participants responded with the following statements; “Wider recognition of the importance of assessment”, “Longitudinal multiple assessment”, “Teaching the teachers”, “Time for faculty development”, “Low assessment literacy”.
Question 4: “A position paper will be developed based on what we learned over the past couple of days around the topic of assessment. What do you believe is essential content for that position paper?”

Excluding the word “assessment”, participants responded with the following words; feedback (7), importance (6), quality (5), learning (4). Some participants responded with the following statements; “The value of longitudinal assessments”, “Learning is complex so is assessment”, “To also emphasize assessment for instruction; assessment for accountability (quality assurance)”, “Assessment as an opportunity to improve”, “making assessment a learning activity”.

Conclusions

There has been an obsession in education for obtaining reliability and objectivity with assessments; the OSCE serves as one example. However we should now consider ourselves in a post-reliability world where validity is more important when assessing complex skills. Professional judgement should be used and the limitations of objective assessment should be known. Reliability and validity are inversely related (classical or G-theory) and a balance between these elements can be achieved by combining different assessment tools. Subjectivity is dealt with through sampling and procedural bias reduction methods (not with standardization or objectification). Implementation may require a change in management as these ideas are paradigm shifting and a cultural change. Investment is needed to improve learning, both monetary and for faculty buy-in. WBA is potentially the best way of assessing professional competence and is considered best practice for a clinical based education programs. Development of programmatic student portfolios challenge students to employ critical thinking and problem solving skills as they construct meaning out of their educational experience and convey that meaning to others. Quality assurance must take into account the complexity of the competency being assessed and students should be involved in this process to support the
development of appropriate assessments. We have to stop thinking in terms of individual
assessment methods, and instead think in terms of a longitudinally orientated systematic and
programmatic approach to assessment. Assessments do not need to be resource intensive when they
are considered part of learning (assessment *for* learning). The programmatic approach to assessment
optimizes both the learning function (through information richness) and the pass/fail decision
function (through the combination of rich information).
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